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Introduction Page
• Two building retrofits – a brief overview
• Prepare, help & inspire your own project
• To raise awareness on how to retrofit and the options you have. 

How to get our whole country aiming for carbon neutral by reducing 
buildings emissions.
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Planning a build
• Budget

• Building/ plot size

• Planning/ permissions/ regulations

• Position the property is facing

• Building structure and construction material

• Supplies to the plot ie drainage, electrics, 
water

• Incentives and grants

• Renewable energies ie Air Source Heat 
Pumps, solar pv, battery storage

• Floorplan and layout

• Internal and external storage

• Electrics/ plumbing

• Windows/ roof construction

• Insulation options

• Kitchen and bathrooms

• Energy usage ie lighting, appliances, heating

• Paint, flooring materials

• Furnishings – ethical/ 2nd hand

• Garden ie layout, water recycling, 
permaculture, storage, greenhouse

• EPC

• Energy suppliers - credentials



Carlinford,
Boscombe

We retrofitted a top floor flat in a concrete 
building on the sea front in boscombe.

We replaced all electrics, plumbing, fitted 
internal battened walls and ceilings and 
insulated, plastered, painted, new kitchen, 
two new bathrooms, new windowsills, 
carpets throughout, sound proof flooring 
and infrared heating panels.

Total approximate spend 40k



Conclusion

Positives
• HEATING - The flat is now so well insulated the heating is barely 

needed.

• COMFORT - It is incredibly comfortable and homely.

• SPEEDY RENOVATION - It was fairly simple and quick to retrofit only 
taking just over 2 months to complete.

• VALUE - The flat increased in value by 110k in 2 months and 190k over 
the last 5 years.

• ECONOMIC VALUE - We were able to rent out the flat the first day of 
viewings with multiple offers. Weve never had an issue with renting it 
out.

• HEATING - The infrared heating panels fitted are more economic and 
better for health than the old convector heaters.

• COST - The building does not have any gas supply so no extra spending 
was needed in removing old piping or supply.

Negatives
• RUBBISH REMOVAL - We had to use our parking space as a rubbish 

area as no skips were allowed in the front area and the lift was not 
allowed to be used to take rubbish removal so had to walk down 5 
flights of stairs.

• BLOCK MANAGEMENT - The Directors of the building were difficult to 
deal with throughout the whole process.

• SURVEYING - We had to pay a structural surveyor to look at our plans 
and do an inspection before and after, prove we had not done any 
structural work in the flat and just a retrofit in order to appease the 
Directors.

• OLD PIPING AND OLD REGULATIONS - We had to keep some plumbing 
and an old water tank due to conditions in the building regulations. 
These pipes constantly cause built up of debris in our new plumbing 
and appliances. A filter system is now needed to prevent further 
issues. This will need regular maintenance.

• RENEWABLES - We were not able to fit renewable technology such as 
solar panels/ ashp/ battery storage due to the nature of owning a flat 
in a shared block.

• CAR CHARGING - There is also a change of electrical cabling (and 
mindset) needed in order to install an electric car charging point in our 
allocated parking space.



Parkwood Rd,
Southbourne
We renovated and retrofitted a Victorian brick 
built detached six bedroom house in 
Southbourne, Bournemouth.
This required new damp roof course, new 
electrics, upgrading of plumbing system, new 
kitchen, four new bathrooms, bifold doors, patio 
doors, 3x windows, 2x steel beams, removal and 
chimney breasts, new architraves, skirting 
boards and doors, plastering, painting, new 
carpets & flooring, thermally lined curtains, 
installing insulated ceiling frames, insulating 
walls and repointing.
Over the last 10 years we have also had 
renewables fitted which includes an ASHP, 33 
solar panels, solar thermal and hot water 
cylinder, 7KhW tesla powerwall and 1 x infrared 
heating panel.
Total cost of renovation works: 102k
Total cost of renewables: 43k



Conclusion

Positives
• PROJECT MANAGING - doing a fair amount of labour ourselves (most likely over 

2000 hours) we kept the budget down.

• LIVING ON SITE- does mean you can keep an eye on contractors and be available 
for decision making at short notice.

• FREE SOLAR ENERGY - Bigger windows and bifolds on the south facing side means 
we gain huge amounts of free solar.

• FEED IN TARIFFS - We earn enough in feed in tarrifs from the solar pv to cover 90% 
of our energy usage over a year. Equating to an approximate saving of £1000 per 
year.

• VALUE - The property has increased in value by 200k just from retrofitting. (not 
including increase of market inflation).

• RETROFIT BUILDING DESIGN - It is now a great example of what can be achieved by 
retrofitting and becoming almost completely self sufficient.

• CARBON FOOTPRINT - Retrofitting properly is less carbon intensive than building 
new.

• DESIGN - Removing one chimney meant that we could have much more bedroom 
and living room storage/ space.

• GUARANTEES - The renewable technologies often have 10-15 or even 25 year 
guarantees on as opposed to gas boilers which are usually around 5 years.

Negatives
• PROJECT MANAGING - We had to continually check on our builders, who were 

occasionally not on site or had missed huge areas of insulation out.

• LIVING ON SITE - Living in a renovation is difficult as it took over a year to complete.

• LAYOUT- The distance of the kitchen sink to the drain is too far so we still have 
constant issues with blockages.

• CALCULATIONS - The radiator calculations were based on a gas boiler system, 
which are smaller than what is needed for an ASHP system.

• DESIGN - It does get hot at the top of the house so a HRV system may have helped 
with air flow and distribution.

• HEATING EFFICIENCY - Under floor heating would conduct heating more 
efficiently so we may change this on the ground floor in the future.

• SERVICING- The ASHP maintenance has often been costly and hard to find. A service 
is normally around £200 plus whatever repairs are needed.

• TECHNOLOGY - Getting your head around the renewable technology takes a bit of 
time and adjustment.

• MAINTENANCE- The brackets that hold up the solar panels will no doubt need 
replacing at some point.



Reducing domestic energy 
consumption

Short term/ Limited Budget
• INSULATE - loft spaces, floors
• FIX DRAUGHTS – New window and door seals, thermally lined 

curtains and door stops.
• REPLACE – car with bicycle or electric car
• TURN IT OFF AT THE WALL- appliances, lights, TVs, chargers, 

lamps, computers.
• CHANGE – Light bulbs to energy saving alternatives, A rated 

appliances, renewable energy appliances, smart meter
• CHARGING - Phones, laptops, cars, bikes during non-peak 

times and disconnect when charged.
• TURN DOWN- heating and put on a jumper/hat/scarf. Hot 

water bottle. Keep windows closed.
• KITCHEN– batch cook food, don’t leave fridge/ freezer open, 

wash up by hand, minimum amount of water on a kettle and 
put remaining hot water into a thermal flask, wash clothes at 
30degrees, dry clothes on an airer.

• PLANTS- having plants around the house will help provide 
fresh clean air.

• RAINWATER- Water butts set up to guttering. Build your 
own irrigaton.

• ENERGY SUPPLIER- change to a 100% renewable energy tariff, 
the more investment into renewables the quicker we have 
more sustainable energy

• STOP – junk mail
• CONTACT – local council/mp and government for green deal 

funding.
• GRANTS- research funding and grants for long term goals
• RESEARCH - planning permissions/ alterations needed for 

long term retrofit
• CONTRACTORS- research which builders/ architects are doing 

local green build projects



Long term/ Healthier Budget

• QUOTES AND RESEARCH -
For everything

• INSTALL RENEWABLES -
ASHP/GSHP, Solar panels, solar 

thermal, battery storage, 
car/bike charging facilities

• REPLACE – windows/ doors to 
double or triple glazing, making 
south facing windows bigger.

• INSULATION – walls, floors, 
ceilings, external.

• UPGRADE – water 
tanks and radiators

• RETROFIT- according to 
building structure and materials

• PERMISSIONS- Apply for 
planning permission to do 
retrofit works



Funding & Projects
• The Electrification of Heat Demonstration Project - aims to demonstrate the feasibility of a large-scale roll-out of heat pumps in 

Great Britain by installing heat pumps in a representative range of 750 homes. Members of the public will be able to participate in 
the project, which will install free heat pumps and energy efficiency upgrades (where appropriate) in eligible homes across 
selected areas of Great Britain. heatpumpdemo@beis.gov.uk.

• Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) - You could get money towards renewable heating costs in your home. You can claim 
for: biomass boilers, solar water heating, certain heat pumps. Payments are made for 7 years and are based on the amount of 
renewable heat made by your heating system. The money is paid through the Domestic RHI scheme.

• SENS Competition - The government has committed up to £6.25 million for the Smart ENergy Savings Competition. The 
competition will support the development, trialing and evaluation of innovative feedback products and services that use smart
meter data to help domestic consumers reduce their energy consumption. smi@beis.gov.uk.

• Low carbon heating technology innovation: grant scheme - This grant scheme aims to develop technologies that reduce the carbon 
emissions associated with providing heat and hot water to UK buildings. 8 Projects were awarded a total of 8.49million. These
include: Ovo Energy Ltd, Minus7 Ltd, BSMHome Ltd, Cambridge Architectural Research, Passiv Systems Ltd, Energy Transitions Ltd, 
University Of Warwick, University Of Hull. For more information contact BuiltEnvironmentInnovation@beis.gov.uk

• Modern Energy Partners project: public sector energy efficiency - This project explores new ways to drive down consumption and 
emissions across the public-sector estate. Cutting edge energy efficiency solutions that integrate low carbon-generation, storage 
and energy demand management will help reduce costs and carbon emissions, and enable the UK to meet its carbon budgets. The 
Modern Energy Partners’ vision is to accelerate the deployment of such energy efficiency solutions across non-domestic buildings
in the UK. They will use the public sector estate to achieve this, identifying public sector sites where these solutions can be piloted. 
The project will set precedent, demonstrate best practice, and build confidence in the solutions. MEP is a collaboration between
the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), Cabinet Office and Energy Systems Catapult 
(ESC). https://es.catapult.org.uk/impact/bid-opportunities/



Facilitating retrofit across Dorset
• THERMAL IMAGING HEAT LOSS SURVEY - A county 

wide assessment of buildings – a gradual process
• GREEN JOBS ie green assessors, solar pv/ ASHP 

installers, maintenance of renewables, education, 
permaculture

• FUNDING AND GRANTS - The Green 
Deal, Renewable Heat Incentives

• LANDLORD INCENTIVE - Ability to claim property 
improvements on expenses

• INVESTMENTS into renewable energy
• SUBSIDIES - Withdrawal of the current 10.5 billion 

pounds that currently goes to subsidising the fossil 
fuel industry

• POLICY CHANGE - listed buildings
• EDUCATION - courses in energy use

• COUNCIL TAX incentives for A, B & C rated 
properties

• EPC - Updating of criteria ie options such as ASHP, 
infrared panels to be added on (both currently get 
assigned as convector heaters).

• ELECTRIC TRANSPORT - Car and bicycle 
charging facilities across the borough.

• COMMUNITY PROJECTS - solar panel network 
across whole streets/ apartment blocks with larger 
communal 205KwH battery storage.

• INVESTING OPPORTUNITIES - Potential for flat 
owners to buy extra shares in electricity made 
from renewables installed. (much like purchasing 
share of freeholds)

• TRANSPORT - Electric transportation of building 
materials

• PRIORITY – Elderly and vulnerable



Facts, figures and considerations – in 
the UK
• Over 50,000 deaths annually - heating 

or eating
• 40,000 air pollution deaths from fossil 

fuels
• 416 PPM of Carbon Dioxide
• 25% of heat is lost through roofs of 

uninsulated homes
• Annual energy demand in UK is 

currently 1,670TWh of which buildings 
make up approximately 700TWh.

• Retrofitting to high standards can 
reduce demand for heating by around 
50%

• Provenance- Ethical sourcing of 
material, local and less damaging

• Environmental and health impacts ie
fracking for oil, waste incinerators

• Abroad manufacturing carbon 
footprint not taken into account on UK 
footprint data

• Other heating alternatives: biomass, 
geothermal and solar thermal.





Conclusion
• We want to be able to retrofit our homes easily and ethically, 

supporting local business and people.
• Ultimately working our way across Dorset and showcasing how 

system change can be achieved throughout the UK.
• We need to be zero carbon by 2030 to reduce effects of climate 

change and reach the targets of Paris Agreement 2015.



Book recommendations
• Zero Carbon Britain – 2013 & 2019 Editions
• Practical Self Sufficiency – Dick & James Strawbridge
• The Transition Companion – Rob Hopkins
• Safe Planet – John Cowsill
• Sustainable Energy Without The Hot Air – David JC MacKay
• Why Should I Bother About The Planet – Susan Meredith
• It's Not Easy Being Green – Dick Strawbridge
• Saving The Planet Without Costing The Earth – Donnachadh McCarthy
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